Typical for Both Ends of Cable 1 Only

For RX201 and/or RX202

Install only one Ferrite Choke on Cable 1

For RX201 and/or RX202

Typical for Readers 2-10 Shown from Terminal Side

Pins 1 & 2 TxD
Pins 3 & 4 RxD
Pins 5 & 6 Vcc

Due to Voltage Drop of 24awg wire

Distance Up to 150' when CAT 5 Cable is Used

Install A Ferrite Choke on each end of all cables plugged into the RFD Readers

Install Approximately 3/4" from end of cable

Cutaways shown from this view (terminal side)

Notes:
1. Distance can be increased up to 2000' with heavier gage cable.